Generation of *Pseudomonas putida* KT2440 Strains with Efficient Utilization of Xylose and Galactose via Adaptive Laboratory Evolution
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Abstract

While *Pseudomonas putida* KT2440 has great potential for biomass-converting processes, its inability to utilize the biomass abundant sugars xylose and galactose has limited its applications. In this study, we utilized Adaptive Laboratory Evolution (ALE) to optimize engineered KT2440 with heterologous expression of *xylD* encoding xylonate dehydratase from *Caulobacter crescentus* and *galETKM* encoding UDP-glucose 4-epimerase, galactose-1-phosphate uridylyltransferase, galactokinase, and galactose-1-epimerase from *Escherichia coli* K-12 MG1655. Poor starting strains growth (<0.1 h⁻¹ or none) was evolutionarily optimized to rates of up to 0.25 h⁻¹ on xylose and 0.52 h⁻¹ on galactose. Whole-genome sequencing, transcriptomic analysis, and growth screens revealed significant roles of *kguT* encoding a 2-ketogluconate operon repressor and 2-ketogluconate transporter, and *gtsABCD* encoding an ATP-binding cassette (ABC) sugar transporting system in xylose and galactose growth conditions, respectively. Finally, we expressed the heterologous indigoidine production pathway in the evolved and unevolved engineered strains and successfully produced 3.2 g/L and 2.2 g/L from 10 g/L of either xylose or galactose in the evolved strains whereas the unevolved strains did not produce any detectable product. Thus, the generated KT2440 strains have the potential for broad application as optimized platform chassis to develop efficient microorganism-based biomass-utilizing bioprocesses.
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1. Introduction

*Pseudomonas putida* KT2440 (hereafter, KT2440) has been widely studied for its utilization as a microbial platform in biorefinery processes due to its tolerance to various stresses and the ability to grow on biomass-derived aromatics (e.g., coumaric acid).\textsuperscript{1–3} Because conventional microbial hosts such as *Escherichia coli* are incapable of utilizing such aromatics, the use of KT2440 is expected to improve the cost effectiveness of bioprocesses by achieving whole-conversion of biomass-derivable carbon sources. In this regard, so far, several studies have been conducted to produce various biochemicals using KT2440.\textsuperscript{1}

Despite these great advantages, one drawback in the use of KT2440 is that it cannot metabolize certain sugars (e.g., xylose, galactose) obtainable from biomass.\textsuperscript{4,5} To enable xylose and galactose utilization, KT2440 has previously been engineered by the heterologous introduction of key missing genes in known sugar utilization pathways (Figure S1 and Table S1). Specifically, the xylose isomerase pathway has been constructed by the expression of xylose isomerase (XylA) and xylulokinase (XylB) from *E. coli*.\textsuperscript{6–9} Additionally, the Weimberg pathway (i.e., xylose oxidative pathway) has been constructed by the expression of xylonate dehydratase (XylD) from *Caulobacter crescentus*.\textsuperscript{10–12} Enabling galactose utilization has been less studied compared to xylose metabolism. Two studies reported the construction of the De Ley–Doudoroff (DLD) pathway (i.e., galactose oxidative pathway)\textsuperscript{13} or Leloir pathway\textsuperscript{14} by the expression of DgoKAD, galactonate catabolic enzymes, from *P. fluorescens* SBW2 or GalETKM, galactose operon, from *E. coli* K-12 MG1655, respectively.

While it was shown that KT2440 can be engineered to utilize xylose and galactose, several limitations remain. We currently have an insufficient understanding of which endogenous genes are involved in the sugar catabolism. Furthermore, initial studies have expressed heterologous
genes using plasmids, which is not ideal nor preferable for industry-scale cultivations, as plasmid-based expression increases genotypic or phenotypic instability due to its heterogeneous nature.\textsuperscript{15,16} However, genome-based engineering often resulted in unsatisfactory cell growth (i.e., slow growth rate or long lag phase) which makes their practical deployment challenging. The successful activation of non-native sugar utilization pathways with chromosomal expression has been demonstrated for only the xylose isomerase pathway\textsuperscript{16} and the De Ley-Doudoroff pathway.\textsuperscript{13} Since each utilization pathway generates different intermediates and biochemical yields,\textsuperscript{10} further studies to construct less-explored pathways in KT2440 are warranted.

In recent decades, the approach of adaptive laboratory evolution (ALE) has shown significant potential to generate useful strains for industry-relevant purposes.\textsuperscript{17} The continuous cell culture and growth-based selection allow for the accumulation of beneficial mutations for improved fitness under a given condition. The recent development of automated ALE platforms\textsuperscript{18,19} enabled multiplexity and controllability to change environments dynamically (e.g., substrate feeding). In addition to the strain generation, the increased accessibility to the next-generation sequencing allows for the rapid identification of genomic and transcriptomic variations in evolved cells, providing hints to understand mutational mechanisms. Indeed, many strains with industry-relevant phenotypes (e.g., higher tolerance, substrate utilization)\textsuperscript{20–26} have been generated and their mutational mechanisms were also suggested or validated through reverse engineering. In this regard, it was expected that the ALE approach and related analysis has the potential to generate strains with improved sugar utilization and that the resulting mutational mechanisms could lead to a deeper understanding of how strains can optimize novel phenotypes related to the introduction of heterologous pathways.
In this study, an adaptive laboratory evolution (ALE) approach was applied to engineered KT2440 strains for the efficient utilization of two biomass-abundant sugars, xylose and galactose. Initially, we obtained engineered KT2440 strains (*P. putida* *xylD* and *P. putida* *galETKM*, Supplementary Data 1) in which *xylD* from *C. crescentus* or *galETKM* from *E. coli* was integrated into the chromosome to construct the Weimberg pathway for xylose utilization or the Leloir pathway for galactose utilization. Then, we evolved the strains in minimal media supplemented with xylose or galactose and we successfully obtained evolved clones that grew on xylose or galactose with higher growth rates (0.25 h⁻¹ on xylose or 0.52 h⁻¹ on galactose). Whole-genome and transcriptome sequencing, growth characterization of evolved isolates revealed key mechanisms that improved sugar utilization. We confirmed their capability to serve as a platform by demonstrating their efficient production of indigoidine, a naturally-found blue pigment. Collectively, we expect that the generated strains and related mutational mechanisms will be greatly useful for developing KT2440-based microbial processes for the efficient production of various biochemicals from biomass.

2. Materials and Methods

**Bacterial cells, plasmids, and reagents**

Strains and plasmids used in this study are listed in Table S2 and S3. Plasmids were constructed by using a NEBuilder HiFi DNA assembly kit from New England Biolabs (NEB, Ipswich, MA, USA). Oligonucleotides, synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT, Coralville, IA, USA), are listed in Table S4. The *xylD* gene was synthesized by IDT and its 5’ synthetic UTR was designed by using UTR Designer. For DNA amplification, Q5 High-Fidelity DNA polymerase or OneTaq DNA polymerase (NEB) was used. Plasmids were purified by using a ZymoPURE Plasmid Miniprep kit from Zymo Research (Irvine, CA, USA). Scar-less genome
engineering of the KT2440 strain was conducted as described in a previous study. All chemicals were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA).

Cell cultures

Cell cultures were conducted in an Luria-Bertani (LB, 10 g/L tryptone, 5 g/L yeast extract, 10 g/L NaCl) or phosphate-buffered minimal medium at 30 °C. Flask-scale cell cultures were performed with a 30 mL cylindrical tube containing 15 mL of a medium. Seed cultures were prepared by inoculating colonies from LB agar plates into the minimal medium supplemented with 4 g/L glucose. Grown cultures were diluted into the fresh medium at the optical density at 600 nm (OD_{600}) of 0.1. When OD_{600} reached 0.6-1, cells were harvested and re-inoculated into xylose or galactose supplemented minimal media at OD_{600} of 0.05 to initiate main cultures. Cultures were continuously stirred at 1,100 rpm. OD_{600} was measured using a Biomate 3S bench-top spectrophotometer from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA). For ALE, 150 μL of cultures at the late-exponential phase (OD_{600} of 0.6-1) were passaged in an automated platform. During a weaning phase, 1 g/L of glucose was additionally supplemented, but its concentration was changed depending on biomass formation. For a small-scale cultivation, cells were grown on a microtiter plate with a culture volume of 200 μL using an M200 Infinite Pro microplate reader from Tecan (Männedorf, Switzerland).

For the indigoidine production, cells were cultured in 250 mL baffled flasks containing 60 mL of a modified minimal medium where 2 g/L of (NH₄)₂SO₄ was substituted with 100 mM NH₄Cl and the sugar concentrations were increased to 10 g/L. The flasks were shaken at 200 rpm and 30 °C. Arabinose is not catabolized by KT2440 and thus 3 g/L was included to induce the expression of the indigoidine synthetic genes at 0 h.
**Genome and transcriptome sequencing**

Genomic DNA samples were prepared by using a Quick-DNA Fungal/Bacterial Miniprep kit from Zymo Research. Sequencing library samples were prepared by using a Nextera XT kit from Illumina (San Diego, CA, USA). Raw sequencing reads were obtained by using a NovaSeq 6000 (Illumina) at the UC San Diego IGM Genomics Center and analyzed by using Breesq (version 0.33.1)\textsuperscript{29} and Bowtie2 (version 2.3.4.1).\textsuperscript{30} Analysis results were uploaded to ALEdb v1.0.\textsuperscript{31}

RNA samples were prepared from cells at the exponential phase (OD\textsubscript{600} 0.4-0.6) using an RNAprotect Bacteria Reagent from Qiagen and a Quick-RNA Fungal/Bacterial Miniprep kit from Zymo Research. Ribosomal RNA was removed as described in a previous study.\textsuperscript{22} Paired-end libraries were prepared by using a KAPA RNA HyperPrep kit from Kapa Biosystems (Wilmington, MA, USA) and sequenced using the NovaSeq 6000. Raw sequencing files were processed using Bowtie\textsuperscript{30} and summarizeOverlaps.\textsuperscript{32} Differentially expressed genes were detected by using DEseq2.\textsuperscript{33}

**Biomass and metabolite quantification**

Cell biomass was determined by converting OD\textsubscript{600} to a dry cell weight (DCW)/L using a conversion factor of 0.38.\textsuperscript{8} Metabolite concentrations were quantified by using a 1260 Infinity II LC system (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA, USA) equipped with an HPX-87H (Biorad, Hercules, CA, USA) and a refractive index detector. 5 mM H\textsubscript{2}SO\textsubscript{4} was used as a mobile phase at a flow rate of 0.5 mL/min. The column temperature was maintained at 45 °C.

Indigoidine was quantified after its extraction using dimethyl sulfoxide as described in a previous study.\textsuperscript{14,34} The absorbance at 612 nm was measured by using a microtiter plate reader from BD Biosciences (Molecular Devices, CA, USA). The theoretical maximum yield from xylose was calculated as 0.74 g indigoidine/g xylose using the modified KT2440 metabolic model.
iJN1462³ to account for xylose utilization through the Weimberg pathway. The yield from galactose (0.77 g indigoidine/g galactose) was adapted from a previous study.¹⁴

**Protein structure prediction and visualization**

Protein structures were predicted by using the I-TASSER software.³⁵ Predicted structures were visualized by using the UCSF Chimera.³⁶

### 3. Results

**Adaptive laboratory evolution of engineered *P. putida* strains for xylose and galactose utilization enhances catalytic capabilities**

The initial growth characteristics of two engineered KT2440 strains (*P. putida* xylD and *P. putida* galETKM) in minimal media supplemented with either xylose or galactose as a sole carbon source were characterized. In the *P. putida* xylD strain, only the xylD gene from *C. crescentus* was introduced to construct the Weimberg pathway for xylose utilization because it was shown that the conversion of xylose to xylonate can be mediated by the native glucose dehydrogenase (encoded by gcd, PP_1444) (Figure S1).¹¹ xylD was expressed from the chromosome under a constitutive promoter and 5’-untranslated region (Supplementary Note 1). Consistent with previous observations,¹¹ the expression of xylD enabled growth of the strain on xylose as a sole carbon source (Figure S2A); however, it showed a relatively low growth rate (µ, ~ 0.07 h⁻¹), long lag time (> 36 h), and clumping (data not shown) during initial growth characterizations. For the second starting strain, we utilized a previously constructed *P. putida* galETKM strain,¹⁴ in which the native galactose operon (galETKM) of *E. coli* K-12 MG1655 was introduced into the chromosome
to construct the Leloir pathway. This *P. putida galETKM* starting strain did not display observable
growth on galactose minimal medium during a 48 h culture screen (Figure S2B); the strain did
grow under a rich medium or glucose minimal medium condition. These initial screens set the
starting parameters for a multifaceted ALE strategy to improve the sugar utilization of both
KT2440 strains on their respective sole carbon source sugars.

ALE experiments with two different strategies were conducted to optimize growth rates
and catalytic activity on the targeted xylose and galactose sugars. Given that the *P. putida xylD*
strain could initially grow on xylose, we continuously propagated the strain in a constant condition
ALE on an automated platform\(^\text{37}\) on minimal medium supplemented with xylose (4 g/L) as the
sole carbon source (Figure 1A). For the *P. putida galETKM* starting strain, which could not
initially grow solely on galactose within 48 h, we propagated the strain in a minimal medium
containing 4 g/L galactose and the additional supplement of 1 g/L glucose to support cell growth
and subsequent mutation accumulation (Figure 1B); this complementary approach was also
automated and adapted from Guzman et al\(^\text{24}\). The supplemented culture (hereafter referred to as
the main culture) was regularly screened by inoculating it into a fresh galactose-only minimal
medium (hereafter referred to as the test culture). If cells failed to produce an observable grow rate
during 48 h in the test culture, it was discarded, and the main culture was continued. Once a stable
growth rate (\(\mu > 0.05 \text{ h}^{-1}\)) in a test culture was observed for a given replicate after several
generations, this culture was continued as a constant condition galactose-only culture and
continued for growth rate selection until the end of the experiments. It should be noted that in the
original main culture line, the amount of glucose was gradually decreased, depending on the final
biomass density during stationary phase, as previously described.\(^\text{24}\) Both strategies of automated
ALE experiments were parallelly conducted with four independent biological replicates (Table S5).
The ALE experiments were conducted for approximately three months (203-479 generations, equivalent to 11.5-30.5 × 10¹¹ cumulative cell divisions). Notably, the growth rates of all independent replicates of *P. putida* *xylD* populations were significantly increased at an early stage of the experiments (ALE1-4 and Figure 1C). However, no further significant increases were observed; the final growth rates of populations were between 0.22 and 0.25 h⁻¹. In the case of the *P. putida* *galETKM* strain (Figure 1D), successful growth on solely galactose was observed in three replicates (ALE5, ALE6, and ALE8). The passage numbers before displaying the stable growth varied between 35 – 44 flasks (Table S5). Although the initial growth rates of these novel populations were relatively low (approximately 0.1 h⁻¹), the rates were gradually increased over time and reached between 0.33 h⁻¹ and 0.52 h⁻¹, indicating that the evolved strains acquired beneficial mutations which improved galactose catabolism.

Clones were isolated from each experiment at several time points and validated to display the observed phenotypes from the evolved populations. Two or three intermediate evolutionary time points for ALE 1 - 4 and four points for ALE 5, 6, 8 (Figure 1C and 1D) were isolated and their specific growth rates during exponential growth were measured in the xylose or galactose minimal medium, respectively (Figure 1E and 1F). For clones derived from the *xylD* starting strain, the growth rates of isolates generally corresponded to the growth rates of populations from which the strains were isolated; they were in a range of 0.20 h⁻¹ - 0.26 h⁻¹, regardless of isolation timepoints. Conversely, the growth rates of evolved *P. putida* *galETKM* clones from later evolutionary time populations were greater than those isolated from early populations; the end-point isolates showed the growth rates between 0.35 h⁻¹ and 0.52 h⁻¹.

Growth, sugar consumption, and biomass yields were determined in detail to physiologically characterize evolved strains and compare them to the starting strains (Figure 2).
The earliest isolated *P. putida xylD* clones (A1_F11_I1, A2_F10_I1, A3_F14_I1, and A4_F11_I1) from first-time points and the end-point *P. putida galETKM* clones (A5_F85_I1, A6_F90_I1, and A8_F92_I1) were selected as representative clones for in depth physiological characterization. While the starting strains showed no growth with the consumption of a negligible or small amount of xylose or galactose, the evolved strain demonstrated greatly improved growth and sugar consumption. The four evolved *P. putida xylD* clones showed similar growth and sugar consumption profiles (Figure 2A and 2B). Among them, their xylose uptake rates varied by 1.6-fold (Figure 2A-C); the A1_F11_I1 strain showed the highest uptake catalytic rate (1.2 g xylose g DCW⁻¹ h⁻¹), but the lowest biomass yield (0.20 g xylose g DCW⁻¹). Interestingly, the three isolated evolved *P. putida galETKM* clones showed noticeably different growth and sugar consumption profiles (Figure 2D-F). Only the A6_F90_I1 strain fully grew and consumed the provided 4 g/L galactose in 24 h of culturing at the lowest uptake rate of 1.3 g galactose g DCW⁻¹ h⁻¹ of all isolated clones. While the sugar uptake rates of the other *P. putida galETKM* clones were 1.3- and 2.0-fold higher, these two strains did not fully consume galactose and growth ceased after reaching OD₆₀₀ of 0.85 or 1.2, resulting in two- or three-times less final biomass density and yield. Additionally, the growth rates of all the characterized clones on glucose remained at similar levels compared to the wild-type strain (Figure S3). While there are several differences, all isolates showed significantly improved sugar (i.e., xylose and galactose) consumption capabilities when compared to the starting strains, confirming that the ALE strategy was successful in generating strains with enhanced catalytic activity for both xylose and galactose utilization.
Genomic and transcriptomic sequencing elucidates causal mutations and their impact on enhanced catalytic phenotypes

To identify beneficial mutations in the engineered and evolved strains on xylose and galactose, we conducted whole-genome sequencing of clones isolated during the middle (i.e., intermediate) and end of the evolutions (i.e., endpoints). Furthermore, the transcriptomes of a set of selected clones were measured and analyzed to understand the effect of mutations and resulting transcriptional changes in the different carbon source culturing environments.

3.2.1. Whole-genome sequencing revealed mutations on transport and catabolic processes

Whole genome sequencing of eleven *P. putida xylD* and twelve *P. putida galETKM* evolved isolates successfully revealed several genes or regions (hereafter, collectively referred to as regions) commonly mutated across the independently evolved replicates (Supplementary Information, Figure 3A and 3B). Surprisingly, mutations in six (*ptxS*, *kguT*, *gacS*, *ftsH*, PP_4173, and *galP*-I/PP_1174) and three (*gtsABCD*, *oprB*-I/*yeaD*, and *oprB*-II) regions accounted for 44% (38 out of 86) and 32% (20 out of 63) of the total mutations in *P. putida xylD* and *P. putida galETKM* isolates, respectively (Table 1). Although we expected frequent mutations in the heterologous genes, given that heterologous gene expression cassettes have been mutation targets in previous heterologous pathway optimization studies, only the *galETKM* region was mutated in isolates from ALE 8 where a single amino acid change mutation in *galK* and single nucleotide change in the intergenic region between *galE* and its neighboring gene, *prfC* were observed; no mutations occurred in the *xylD* region. Furthermore, it should be noted that the A4_F56_I1 and A6_F90_I1 clones acquired mutations in *mutS*, encoding a mismatched DNA repair protein. In particular, a relatively higher number of mutations (42 mutations) were identified in the former strain when compared to mutation numbers of other isolates (up to 10 mutations).
The two genes responsible for one of three peripheral glucose utilization pathways (ptxS and kguT, Figure 3C), were highly mutated in all eleven sequenced P. putida xylD isolates (100% for ptxS and 82% for kguT) suggesting their critical roles for the improved xylose utilization (Figure 3A). It is known that ptxS encodes a LacI-family transcription factor, namely a 2-ketogluconate utilization repressor. The binding of 2-ketogluconate mediates the dissociation of PtxS from the promoter region of the kguEKT-ptxD operon.40–42 Since the mutations which altered the DNA binding motif (R30S, S29F, or V28F) and partial deletions (Δ51 or Δ438 bp) of PtxS were identified in the isolates, it implies that these mutations de-repressed the expression of kguE, kguK, kguT, and ptxD and as a result, enabled an increase in xylose catabolism. Mutations found in KguT were mostly SNPs (seven unique SNPs found overall) which effected changes in single amino acids, a small deletion, or changes in a few amino acids at the end of the protein (Figure S4A), likely effecting the transportation of xylonate. Interestingly, it was found that the A2_F10_11 and A3_F14_11 strains with relatively lower xylose uptake rates (Figure 2C) did not acquire any mutations in KguT. Thus, an association can be drawn between major xylose catabolic and growth rate improvements and mutations in ptxS and kguT simultaneously in the strains examined.

Additional genetic regions were independently mutated in two or more xylD ALE experiments (Table 1), in addition to the ptxS and kguT regions, at a lower frequency. These regions were gacS (36%), fisH (27%), PP_4173 (27%), and galP-1/PP_1174 (the intergenic region between galP-1 and PP_1174, 18%). Mutations in gacS (encoding a sensor protein, GacS) and PP_4173 (encoding a two-component system sensor histidine kinase/response regulator) were also found in previous ALE studies examining tolerance to different compounds, but with a similar base media and growth environment.21,22 Thus, the gacS and PP_4173 mutations appear to be
related to general adaptation to the media or culturing environment used in this study. However, the mutations in \textit{ftsH} (encoding an Integral membrane ATP-dependent zinc metallopeptidase) and \textit{galP-I} (encoding a porin-like protein)/PP\_1174 (encoding a hypothetical protein) have not been previously identified in an ALE study and it is unclear how they relate to the specific xylose utilization phenotype.

In the case of evolved \textit{P. putida galETKM} isolates, the three commonly mutated regions were related to the transport of glucose (Table 1), implying galactose transportation was the major bottleneck. Most importantly, mutations in the \textit{gtsABCD} region were observed in all three endpoint isolates as well as many intermediate isolates (66\%, Figure 3B). Clear growth rate increases were observed after acquiring one of these mutations (F2 → F21 in ALE5, F13 → F39 in ALE6, F1 → F38 in ALE8, Figure 1E and 1F). These genes encode an ATP-binding cassette (ABC) sugar transporting system, consisting of a sugar-binding protein (GtsA), two subunits of an ABC transporter (GtsB and GtsC), and an ATP binding protein (GtsD); this system is known to transport glucose into the cytosol through the inner membrane. All endpoint clones acquired mutations in \textit{gtsA} (A100V, N304D, N304S, and A427V) and mutations in \textit{gtsC} (F122L, L133F, and T238I) were observed only in clones from ALE8 (Figure S4B and S4C). Previously, it was observed that mutations in \textit{gtsABCD} allowed the transportation of xylose, indicating its promiscuity in transporting other compounds. Similarly, these frequent mutations in the \textit{gtsABCD} region strongly suggested that the major bottleneck was the transportation of galactose into the cytosol. In addition to \textit{gtsABCD}, two other regions related to glucose metabolism (\textit{oprB-I}/\textit{yeaD} and \textit{oprB-II}) were also commonly mutated (Figure 3B). \textit{OprB} porins are known to transport glucose into the periplasm. Mutations in \textit{oprB-I} (encoding carbohydrate-selective porin-I)/\textit{yeaD} (encoding glucose-6-phosphate 1-epimerase) regions were a stop codon insertion and frameshift in \textit{oprB-I},
or single nucleotide mutation in their intergenic region. Given that two oprB-I mutations are loss
of function mutations, it was inferred that its mutation was not beneficial for galactose utilization.
In oprB-II, a silent mutation (Y265Y) identically occurred in two endpoint isolates from ALE5
and ALE8 (Figure 3B) which displayed relatively higher galactose consumption rates compared
to the endpoint isolate from ALE6 (Figure 2F). The same mutation was also observed in previous
evolution studies with glucose,21,22 suggesting that it likely improves the transport of hexoses into
the cytosol.

3.2.2 Transcriptome analysis of evolved clones confirms the xylose and galactose utilization
pathways

Transcriptomes of representative clones grown on xylose or galactose were analyzed to
better understand how these sugars are utilized via RNA-Seq. We focused on the expression level
changes of mutated genes and other endogenous genes in central carbon metabolism (Figure 3C)
and compared with the transcriptome of the wildtype KT2440 strain growing on glucose22 as a
reference. In the four evolved P. putida xylD isolates analyzed, the expression levels of ptxS,
kguETK, and ptxD genes were indeed highly up-regulated, likely due to the derepression by PtxS
(Figure 3D). Specifically, the expression level of kguT was increased by 20.3-fold, on average,
when compared to that of the wildtype grown on glucose. Although a previous study suggested
that gntT is responsible for the transportation of xylonate,11 its expression level was greatly
decreased, suggesting that xylonate is transported by KguT, and not GntT. Additionally, it was
observed that the expression levels of the PP_2834-2837 genes were significantly increased (fold
changes > 500). One of these genes, PP_2836, was previously suggested to encode 2-keto-3-
deoxy-xylonate dehydratase.10,11 The upregulation of PP_2836 supports the hypothesis on its role
to enable xylose metabolism via the Weimberg pathway. In addition to up-regulated genes, there were also noteworthy down-regulated genes; given that xylose directly enters the TCA cycle after its conversion to α-ketoglutarate, genes related to glucose metabolism were relatively down-regulated.

The expression levels in the three evolved *P. putida* galETKM strains were also investigated to confirm the galactose utilization pathway and to investigate transcriptional changes of three mutated regions (gtsABCD, oprB-I/yeaD, and oprB-II, Figure 3D). As expected, the expression levels of gtsABCD were highly up-regulated (up to 9-fold) in the three isolates (Figure 3D), showing that they are closely related to the improved galactose utilization. The expression levels of oprB-I, in which perceived loss-of-function mutations occurred, were commonly increased (5.3-fold on average) while the yeaD expression levels changed inconsistently at lesser extents. Notably, the expression levels of oprB-II were indeed increased in the two endpoint isolates with the Y265Y mutation in this gene (the A5_F85_I1 and A8_F92_I1 strains) by 13.8-fold and 9.7-fold, respectively (Figure 3B), whereas the level in the A6_F90_I1 without the mutation decreased by 5.0-fold. This observation supports that this synonymous mutation, upregulates its expression; previously, changed gene expression levels by synonymous mutations have been observed in *Pseudomonas* species.45 Furthermore, it was likely that this mutation also affected the expression of a downstream gene, gcd, as its levels were similarly changed (5.6-fold and 6.8-fold increases in the two strains with the mutation and a 3.7-fold decrease in the other strain). The effect of gcd was further evaluated in a targeted analysis (see below). Additionally, we compared the expression levels of the galETKM genes and their neighboring PP_0871 and prfC genes (Figure S6) to investigate potential transcriptional changes caused by the two mutations in the A8_F92_I1 stain (Supplementary Data 3). However, the levels in the A8_F92_I1 strain were...
362 generally similar to those in A5_F85_I1, which do not have any mutations in this region, indicating
363 that they do not significantly affect the transcription levels.

364

Reverse engineering validates the xylose and galactose utilization pathways and phenotypes
365
The essentiality of the heterologous and mutated genes was examined via gene deletions
366 and subsequent growth measurements on the constructed clones. Initially, the heterologous xylD
367 or galETKM gene was deleted in the A1_F11_I1 strain and A6_F90_I1 strain, respectively.
368 Unsurprisingly, the A1_F11_I1_xylD and A6_F90_I1_galETKM strains completely lost their
369 capability to grow on xylose or galactose (Figure 4A and 4B), respectively, confirming the
370 essentiality of these genes. It is worthwhile to note that despite the presence of an endogenous
371 fucD encoding fucinate dehydratase (which was significantly overexpressed by on average 62.6-
372 fold, Figure 3D), this potential promiscuous activity could not support xylose-based growth in the
373 strain. Next, we validated the roles of two frequently mutated genes (kguT and gtsABCD). As
374 expected, the A1_F11_I1_kguT and A6_F90_I1_gtsABCD strains lacking the mutated
375 transporter could not grow on xylose or galactose, respectively, confirming that these sugar
376 transporters are indeed critical to the sugar metabolism. Collectively, these results indicate that
377 xylose and galactose are utilized via the introduced Weimberg and Leloir pathways, respectively,
378 and KguT and GtsABCD are essential for their respective sugar metabolism.

379 The effect and removal of gcd was evaluated in evolved strains given its significant
380 upregulation and its known role in generating growth-inhibiting dead-end byproducts due to its
381 broad substrate specificity.8,12,46 Clones A5_F85_I1 and A8_F92_I1 were evaluated using a
382 deletion of gcd for this analysis as their growth was arrested before full galactose consumption
383 during phenotypic characterization (Figure 2E). Indeed, after the deletion of gcd, the two strains
(A5_F85_I1_Agcd and A8_F92_I1_Agcd) showed significantly increased biomass formation and galactose consumption (Figure 4C). The final OD$_{600}$ reached 2.69 and 2.67 and 4 g/L galactose was fully consumed during 24 h, respectively. Galactose uptake rates were 0.85 g/g DCW/h and 1.61 g/g DCW/h, respectively, which is a slight reduction versus their parent strains over the same time window. Overall, these results confirmed that gcd overexpression induced stunted growth of the two evolved isolates and this phenomenon was not observed in clone A6_F90_I1, which did not possess a mutation in the neighboring oprB-II.

Production of indigoidine with the evolved isolates

The applicability of the evolved strains and further gcd-deleted strains as preferred host chassis for the biochemical production of indigoidine from either xylose or galactose was examined. In particular, the Δgcd strains were included, given that the deletion did not significantly affect the growth rates on glucose (Figure S3). For this demonstration, we introduced the production pathway of indigoidine, which is a natural pigment and has industrial interest$^{14,47,48}$ in evolved isolates (Figure 5A). It was previously shown that indigoidine can be produced by the heterologous expression of bpsA encoding blue pigment synthetase A from Streptomyces lavendulae and sfp encoding 4′-phosphopantetheinyl transferase from Bacillus subtilis.$^{14,47}$ We expressed the two genes under the arabinose-inducible promoter and integrated them into the genome (see Methods). Subsequently, the resulting strains were cultivated in minimal media supplemented with 10 g/L xylose or galactose. The cultivation showed that all evolved strains with the heterologous production pathway successfully produced indigoidine, whereas the starting strain with the pathway did not produce a detectable amount of indigoidine (Figure 5B and Figure S7). The titers varied, on average 2.5 ± 0.8 g/L for xylose and 0.8 ± 0.5 g/L for galactose at 48 h,
depending on the sugar source and host, indicating that the use of different sugars and host
genotypes significantly affect the production. Specifically, xylose utilization via the Weimberg
pathway allowed much higher indigoidine titers (3.1-fold on average) compared to the galactose
utilization via the Leloir pathway. Among them, the A2_F10_I1_indigoidine strain produced 3.2
g/L, which is a higher value than the titer (1.5 - 2 g/L) from the same amount of glucose.\textsuperscript{14} The
titer of 2.2 g/L achieved by the A6_F90_I1 strain was also comparable, while the other two strains
did not show high titers, probably due to the stalled growth and galactose consumption (Figure 4).
Both Δgcd strains showed improved indigoidine production compared to their parental strains, but
the titers were still less than that achieved with the A6_F90_I1 strain. The highest titers for each
carbon source represent up to 43% and 29% of the maximum theoretical production (see Methods
for calculation). Collectively, this successful demonstration of the indigoidine production supports
the applicability of the evolved clones in various biochemical production processes as optimized
chassis when compared to the initial engineered, but unevolved counterparts.

4. Discussion
To develop economically feasible bioprocesses, it is essential to utilize host
microorganisms that efficiently utilize carbon sources available from biomass\textsuperscript{49-51} However, often
the catabolic activities of wildtype microorganisms are not high enough, and require further
engineering. While there are many successful studies showing that rationally engineered
microorganisms improve the utilization of native or non-native carbon sources\textsuperscript{4,52-54} an initial
design could fail or result in unsatisfactory utilization due to the inability to precisely engineer a
microorganism. In this regard, our study demonstrated that an ALE strategy can complement a
rational strain design strategy and generate improved strains by efficiently seeking beneficial
mutations from a large sequence space. Additionally, we showed that ALE allows for a deeper understanding of host microorganisms by performing multi-scale analyses of evolved and reverse engineered strains. The genome and transcriptome sequencing of independently evolved clones were crucial to understand how xylose and galactose are catabolized and to identify rate-limiting steps in KT2440. In addition, the analysis was also important to understand the range of phenotypes possible in evolved clones and was utilized to further engineer the strains.

Interestingly, the final growth rates of *P. putida xylD* evolved clones on xylose (0.23-0.25 h⁻¹) were relatively slower than those of *P. putida galETKM* on galactose (0.35-0.52 h⁻¹). Similarly, different endpoint growth rates depending on sugars were also observed in a previous ALE study with *E. coli* K-12 MG1655. Potentially, the xylose oxidation activity of Gcd could be another rate-limiting step given xylose is likely not a native substrate. Although it is not currently clear why the growth rates on xylose remained at low levels and were not further improved, considering that typical biomass hydrolysates contain multiple sugars, the *P. putida xylD* clones could consume other sugars (e.g., glucose, Figure S3) and show higher growth rates during fermentation with actual biomass-derived feedstocks. If even higher growth rates are desired, further ALE experiments with increased mutation rates or combining multiple catabolic pathways could be performed. Growth rates on glucose greater than 0.8 h⁻¹ have been observed in previous ALE studies. Finally, the finding that similar growth rates of the evolved clones to the wild type on glucose (Figure S3) indicates that the evolved strains are not entirely specialized and the mutations they possess appear to be local to the targeted sugar uptake pathways.

Additionally, more value can be added if the simultaneous utilization of multiple sugars is studied and ALE can similarly aid in the optimization of such strains. A bioprocess for the simultaneous utilization can be directly designed by co-culturing the generated strains for the
specified utilization of sugars.\textsuperscript{58,59} More promisingly, separately evolved and optimized pathways and mutations could be introduced into a single strain and inherent preferential utilization mechanisms can be deregulated. Previously, the deletion of carbon catabolite repression protein (Crc) was shown to enable the simultaneous utilization of sugars and aromatics.\textsuperscript{16} Alternatively, one can also apply another ALE strategy that grows a strain under a substrate-switching condition or mixed-substrate condition\textsuperscript{55,60} to facilitate the utilization of multiple sugars. These efforts have the potentially to greatly improve titers, productivities, and yields by increasing the substrate consumption rate (i.e., front end engineering), which are critical measures in bioprocess.

In summary, we successfully generated \textit{P. putida} KT2440 strains for the efficient utilization of xylose and galactose. The ALE approach successfully overcomes the limitation of rational strain design and enabled significantly improved xylose and galactose utilization capabilities. Furthermore, our indigoidine production results show the strong potential of the developed strains to improve the economic viability. We believe the developed strains as well as mutational mechanisms could be useful for developing efficient biomass-converting processes.
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### Table 1. Commonly mutated genes and regions in evolved strains

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Gene product</th>
<th>Frequency (total samples)</th>
<th>Number of unique mutations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>P. putida xylD</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>ptxS</em></td>
<td>Ketogluconate utilization operon repressor</td>
<td>100% (ALE1-4)</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>kguT</em></td>
<td>2-Ketogluconate transporter</td>
<td>82% (ALE1-4)</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>gacS</em></td>
<td>Sensor protein</td>
<td>36% (ALE2 and ALE3)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>ftsH</em></td>
<td>Integral membrane ATP-dependent zinc metallopeptidase</td>
<td>27% (ALE2 and ALE4)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>PP_4173</em></td>
<td>Two-component system sensor histidine kinase/response regulator</td>
<td>27% (ALE1 and ALE2)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>galP-I</em>/<em>PP_1174</em></td>
<td>Porin-like protein/hypothetical protein</td>
<td>18% (ALE2 and ALE4)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>P. putida galETKM</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>gtsABCD</em></td>
<td>Mannose/glucose ABC transporter</td>
<td>66% (ALE5, ALE6, ALE8)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>oprB-I/yeaD</em></td>
<td>Carbohydrate-selective porin-I/glucose-6-phosphate 1-epimerase</td>
<td>58% (ALE5, ALE6, ALE8)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>oprB-II</em></td>
<td>Carbohydrate-selective porin-II</td>
<td>17% (ALE5 and ALE8)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1. Adaptive Laboratory Evolution (ALE) strategies for improving xylose and galactose utilization

(A and B) The ALE strategies to evolve the *P. putida* *xylD* and *P. putida* *galETKM* strains. Growth trajectories of (C) ALE1-4 and (D) ALE5, ALE6, and ALE8 with the *xylD* and *galETKM* strains, respectively. The x-axis and y-axis indicate Cumulative Cell Divisions (CCD) and the maximum specific growth rate (h⁻¹). CCD for the galactose ALE experiments were calculated from the first...
flask which displayed an observable growth rate solely on galactose minimal media. Comparisons of the maximum specific growth rates (h⁻¹) of isolated clones from different evolutionary timepoints of (E) ALE1-4 and (F) ALE5, ALE6, and ALE8. Cell cultures were conducted in biological duplicates and error bars indicate the minimum and maximum values.
Figure 2. Growth profiles of the wildtype KT2440 and evolved isolates

(A) Growth, (B) xylose consumption, (C) xylose uptake rates and biomass yields of the \textit{P. putida} \textit{xylD} strain and evolved isolates in the xylose minimal medium during a 24 h cultivation. (D) Growth, (E) galactose consumption, (F) galactose uptake rates and biomass yields of the \textit{P. putida} \textit{galETKM} strain and evolved isolates on galactose in the galactose minimal medium during a 24 h cultivation. (A, B, D, E) \textit{x}-axis indicates time (h) and left \textit{y}-axis indicates (A and D) OD\textsubscript{600} or (B and E) sugar concentration (g/L). (C and F) left and right \textit{y}-axis indicates sugar consumption rate during the exponential growth phase and biomass yield, respectively. The cultures were conducted with three biological replicates \((n=3)\) and error bars indicate the standard deviations.
Figure 3. Genomic and transcriptomic analysis of evolved isolates

(A and B) Identified mutations in (A) the ptxS-kguEKT-pxtD region of evolved P. putida xylD clones and (B) the gtsA-gtsBCD-oprB-I-yeaD and oprB-II-gcd regions of evolved P. putida galETKM clones. (A and B) Uppercase and lowercase letters indicate amino acids and nucleobases, respectively. * indicates the early termination mutation. Arrow sizes do not represent gene lengths.
Colors: blue, amino acid deletions, frame shift mutations, early termination mutations; green, synonymous mutations; purple, single nucleotide mutations; orange, single amino acid changes.

(C) Central carbon metabolism of KT2440 with the heterologous xylose and galactose utilization genes. Red and blue arrows indicate the Weimberg and Leloir pathways, respectively. Heterologous genes were colored in red or blue. Abbreviations: 2-KG, 2-ketogluconate; G6P, glucose-6-phosphate (P); 6PG, 6-phosphogluconate; 2KG6P, 2-ketogluconate-6-P; Gal1P, galactose-1-P; UDP-Glc, uridine diphosphate-glucose; UDP-Gal, uridine diphosphate galactose; G1P, glucose-1-P; KDPG, 2-dehydro-3-deoxy-phosphogluconate; PYR, pyruvate; G3P, glyceraldehyde-3-P; 3PG, glycerate-3-P; 2PG, 2-phosphoglycerate; PEP, phosphoenolpyruvate; acetyl-CoA, acetyl coenzyme A (CoA), CIT, citrate; ICT, isocitrate; αKG, α-ketoglutarate; SUC-CoA, succinyl-CoA; SUC, succinate; FUM, fumarate; MAL, malate; OAA, oxaloacetate; GLY, glyoxylate. Genes in bold are involved in xylose or galactose utilization or close to mutated genes.

(D) Log2 Transcripts Per Million (TPM) fold changes of genes related to sugar catabolism. Actual values were provided in Supplementary Data 3.
Figure 4. Validation of xylose and galactose metabolism in evolved strains

(A and B) Growth profiles of the (A) A1_F11_I1 (black circle), A1_F11_I1_ΔxylD (red square), and A1_F11_I1_ΔkguT (green down triangle) strains in the xylose minimal medium and (B) A6_F90_I1 (black circle), A6_F90_I1_ΔgalETKM (red square), and A6_F90_I1_ΔgtsABCD (green down triangle) strains in the galactose minimal medium. These strains were cultivated using a microtiter plate reader. Growth (C) and sugar consumption profiles (D) of A5_F85_I1 (black open circle), A5_F85_I1_Δgcd (black closed circle), A8_F92_I1 (red open square), A8_F92_I1_Δgcd (red closed square) strains. (A-D) x-axis indicates time (h). y-axis indicates (A-C) OD_{600} or (D) galactose concentration (g/L). The cultures were conducted with three biological replicates (n=3) and error bars indicate the standard deviations.
Figure 5. Indigoidine production from xylose and galactose by using evolved strains as hosts

(A) The indigoidine production pathway engineered into *P. putida* strains. Indigoidine can be produced by heterologous expression of *bpsA* from *S. lavendulae* and *sfp* from *B. subtilis* for conversion of glutamine. These genes were expressed under the arabinose inducible promoter (*P_{ara})*. (B) Comparison of the indigoidine titers (g/L) of the initial engineered strains (not detected, n.d.), evolved isolates, and two evolved isolates with a *gcd* deletion after 24 h (light blue) and 48 h (dark blue) cultivation. The *bpsA* and *sfp* expression cassette was integrated into the chromosome of each host strain. Four biological replicates (*n*=4) were performed, and error bars indicate the standard deviations.